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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation results from general observations by the survey profession about mapping qualityShow of hands from audience of 17580% make maps routinely20% are educated or experienced in cartographyStart by explaining OGP S&P Committee and APSG, who are a professional resource to the GIS community
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Content

• Who are OGP S&P and APSG
• Definitions in Mapping Sciences
• Our dependence on maps
• Fundamentals of Map Making
• Examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The subject of mapping sciences is vastCartography alone is months of education and well beyond the mathematics and application of projections (or correctly stated Projected Co-ordinate Reference Systems)Show folks the Military Survey manualTo my certain knowledge, the principles have been the same for the past 30 years.  Technologies and data sets have moved on enormously
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OGP Membership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlight geographic and membership strengthESRI PUG attendees take note, if you are employees…Anadarko, BHP, BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Devon, EnCana, Hess, ExxonMobil, Marathon, OMV, Shell, StatoilHydro etc cetraYou have access to OGP resources, contact your surveying and positioning representative or get involved
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OGP Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surveying and Positioning are one of many committees.Currently two of the six Joint Industry Projects are supervised by S&PThese are:New Web based Geodetic Registry (attend Sam’s presentation tomorrowGIGS (as presented by Brian a few minutes ago)
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OGP S&P “Silverware”

• EPSG Geodetic Parameter Dataset
the de-facto standard in the Oil and Gas industry and 
beyond for geodetic parameters worldwide

• Guidance Notes (10) published on OGP website

• Owner of UKOOA Positioning Standards (5). Published 
on OGP website

• Active Survey and Positioning Committee

• Active Geodetic Working Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPSG database 12 years old, is VOLUTNEER driveGuidance Note No.1 for 8 pages of geodesy 101.  Recommend as a take away for novice and experienced user alike.
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APSG Organization

• Americas Petroleum Survey Group
• Formed 10 November 1998
• Unincorporated association of individuals, 
60+ members
The purposes of the APSG are to advance 
survey technology relative to the worldwide 
petroleum industry and to disseminate 
information to APSG members in respect of 
worldwide petroleum geodesy, surveying, 
cartography, and spatial data management.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain “like minded professionals”Pitch for new members … ONLY $25 a year, two meetings
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Petroleum Industry Education Activities
• Oceanology International, Oct 2002 (50 audience)
• ESRI PUG, Feb 2004 (115 audience) 
• Oklahoma University Colloquium, November 2004 (100 audience)
• ION, Jan 2005 (40 audience)
• IHS Users Group and Symposium, Jan 2005 (85 audience)
• ESRI PUG, Mar 2005 (100 audience)
• GIS in the Rockies, Sep 2005 (45 audience)
• SPE Wellbore Positioning Technical Section, Nov 2005 (100 audience)
• SEG Special Technical Session, Nov 2005 (125 audience) 
• ESRI PUG, Mar 2006 (110 audience)
• ESRI PUG, Feb 2007 (120 audience)
• SPE ATW on Well Positioning, Oct 2006 (100 audience)
• HGS and GSH Geosciences Education Day, Sep 2007 (108 audience)
• ESRI PUG, Feb 2008 (140 audience)
• EAGE Rome, Jun 2008 (100 audience)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Record of achievement.APSG core competency, our “silverware”VOLUNTEER effortsStarted joint venturing with OGP S&P last June (detail follows) and look forward to developing further joint ventures with other groups such as the Canadians
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Our Joint Geospatial Papers at EAGE 2008
540 years of experience from 11 companies

Introduction of OGP S&P and the APSG:  Objectives and Resources
J. Verouden* (Shell) & B. Carter (BP)

Geodesy and Cartography in E&P:  A Caution to Skilled Professionals
J. Cain* (Cain and Barnes ) & M. Barnes (Cain and Barnes)

Concession and Lease Boundary Delineation
R. Lott* (Geodetic Working Group Chair) & L. Romeijn jr. (Zeus Imaging)

Geodetic Integrity in Seismic Acquisition and Processing
M. Redford* (Petro-Canada), J. Conner (EnSoCo) & D. Salvage (ExxonMobil)

Understanding Borehole Surveying:  Directional Drilling Survey Accuracies
A. Jamieson* (Tech21) & M. Michell (Devon Energy)

The new EPSG Geodetic Parameter Registry
R. Nicolai* (Shell) & G. Simensen (StatoilHydro)

Data Quality Monitoring:  Improving Geodetic Integrity of E&P Data
R.J. Wylde (ExxonMobil) & P. Lesslar (Shell)

Truth or Consequences:  Commercial Impact of Geospatial Data Management
J.P. Stigant* (Devon Energy), M. Jensen (retired Shell) & R. bin Ahmad (Petronas) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very well received.This captures much of the key activities surrounding the production of mapping in E&P
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APSG participation in ESRI PUG 2009
5 years of volunteering for PUG

Check out the program ..

• Geospatial Assurance by Devon team
• Geodesy Considerations Session
• APSG Session in Richmond Room tomorrow 

from 0830 hours for …
– Co-ordinate Reference Systems 101 … demystify GeogCRS, 

ProjCRS et al
– The New Web based Geodetics Registry
– ArcGIS 9.3 Geodetics Update and The LIST
– Applied Geodetics for ArcGIS
– Truth of Consequences: The Cost of Poor Mapping …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pitch APSG VOLUNTEER contribution to ESRI PUGEven though she is presenting as an ESRI employee, we will claim Melita Kennedy because she is a member of OGP S&P Geodetic working Group and a respected member of APSG
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Back to Pandora’s Box
In Greek mythology, Pandora opened the box out of curiosity then all of the evils, ills, diseases, and 
burdensome labour that mankind had not known previously, escaped from the box.  
However, Pandora was quick enough to close it again and keep one value inside: hope. 
We are not told why hope alone remained in the box.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why Pandora’s Box???The last classical  national geodetic survey was Nepal 1981-83.   At over 20,000 feet, Geodetic Surveyors are observing simultaneous reciprocal vertical angles for height determination.  It took 22 days to complete all the necessary angles, astronomy, and distance measurements at this first order triangulation station.  Today the same accuracy of position can be measured by GPS in a few seconds without the need to climb up the mountain.The irregular shape of the geoid forces the selection of a range of mathematical models to best represent the earth surface3. Goode's interrupted homosline projection was developed mathematically in 1923 by J. Paul Goode, a geographer and cartographer from the University of Chicago. The earth is drawn in irregular joined parts. The globelike feeling and minimal distortion of land masses in this projection have made it a favorite for portraying worldwide thematic maps
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Definitions

• Geodesy: Mathematics of size and 
shape of earth

• Cartography: Science and art of 
representing natural and fabricated 
features

• Map: Two dimensional 
representation of three dimensional 
features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More comprehensive definitions are required…Attend Jim Cain’s class tomorrow.  A four year geodesy degree in 30 minutes !
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12

Hierarchy of Mapping

Geodetic Datum (Geog CRS)
is the Foundation

X,Y,Z Cartesian or Lat, Long, Ht

Projected 
CRS

is derivative 
of the Datum 
(Geog CRS) 

Easting, Northing, 
Elevation (above MSL)

stableUnstable 
w/o 
Datum

Equator

Zp

XpYp

P
hp

p p

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before getting into the outline of mapping science, and as a primer to the geodesy talk, it is important to understand the hierarchy of mapping.The basis is the Geographic Coordinate Reference System (Geodetic Datum).  As you have heard, a Geog CRS is “an ellipsoid of revolution attached to the earth in some manner”.  If the Geog CRS is known then the ellipsoid is known as it is an integral part of the Geog CRS.  The Geog CRS name is crucial, as it defines all other associated information.  X,Y,Z Cartesian coordinates are equivalent and interchangeable with Latitude, Longitude and Height measured in reference to the ellipsoid.  The X,Y,Z nomenclature is a 3D set showing the relationship of a point to the center of the ellipsoid as it is attached for a particular Geog CRS, and has nothing at all to do with projection x,y,z (Projection CRS), which are referenced to the origin of the projection.If the Geog CRS is known, coordinates can be transformed or converted from latitude, longitude and height to easting, northing and elevation (Projection CRS).  If the Geog CRS is not known, it is not possible to convert, correctly, eastings and northings into latitude longitude and height or vice versa.
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E&P Dependence on Map Products 

Explore Appraise Develop Produce Decommission

80% of all E&P data has a spatial component

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the awesome responsibility of the GIS community !!!Management, operational and technical staff make countless decision based on maps, hanging on walls, spread on conference tables, illuminated on massive screens, on workstations and in the dread PowerPoint presentationsSome organisations have dedicated GIS mappers supports marketing teams, now there is an interesting marriage of convenience
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Each has multiple mapping activities

Exploration
• Boundaries
• Seismic
• Wells

Development
• FEED
• Pipelines
• Facilities
• Operations and 

Maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What Geospatial Assurance?What accuracy and reliability of map products ?
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Fundamentals of Map Making

• Design Principles
• Design Factors
• Map Specifications
• Map Compilation
• Map Sheet Basics
• Production, Control, and Documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As taught 30 years ago and still relevant today,  publications like Brewer may express differently by the fundamentals are the same.
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Design Principles

Who, What, When, Where, Why and How?

• Purpose
• Target Audience
• Economy of Effort
• Simplicity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In journalism school these are the basic questions that are taught.We need to do the same.
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Soviet Military Town Plan of West London
1: 25k scale, 1985 edition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This military map is clearly presented.  It is not just a facsimile of the national mapping sheets.  Features of military interest are annotated in green and purple.The green building on east side is the British equivalent of the US NGA National Geospatial Intelligence AgencyAnybody interested in Soviets maps and covert data collection should visit the public information atwww.jomidav.com/SovietMapsHere is at thought.  If the street sign posts are in English, how useful is Cyrillic text on a map ??
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Design Factors

• Scale and Content
• Legibility
• Clarity
• Geographic Area
• Source Material
• Updating
• Emphasis
• Relief Depiction
• Accuracy
• Time and Resources
• Sheet Size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
White area matter …Clarity is a function of contrast and cartographic clash ..
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Napoleon’s Retreat from Russia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This 1861 diagram by Charles Joseph Minard illustrates the advance and retreat of Napoleon's army in Russia from 1812 to 1813. The thickness of the line indicates the size of the army. From left to right, the thick line on top shows the army crossing the Neman River with 422,000 men, advancing into Russian territory and stopping in Moscow with just 100,000 men. From right to left, the lower line shows the army returning west, including the disasterous crossing of the Berezina River. Only a small fraction of Napoleon's army, approximately 20,000 men, survived. The lower portion of the graph shows the temperature during the army's retreat, in degrees below freezing on the Réaumur scale. In his book, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, statistician and information graphics designer Edward Tufte says this map "may well be the best statistical graphic ever drawn."
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Map Specifications

• Did Pandora leave this one in the 
box?
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National Mapping is a wealth of useful information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show map, get attention with “even specifications on how to “FOLD A MAP”This is the type of basics that are completely forgotten
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Map Sheet Basics

• Map Scales
• Map Orientation
• Units of Measurement
• Marginal Information
• Information Shown in The Border

• GEODETIC INFORMATION !
– e.g. NAD27 UTM Zone 15 N

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many units of measure are published for feet ? 13How many are used in E&P? 8Grids and Graticules ….Geodetic Information:ProjCRS Name:  “NAD27  UTM Zone 15 N” which tell us:Datum Name:		NAD27Ellipsoid Name:		Clarke 1866Semi-major axis:	6378206.4Inverse Flattening:	294.9786982Prime Meridian:		GreenwichProjCRS Unit of Measure:	MeterProjection:		UTM Zone 15 NLatitude of Origin:	0 degrees N (Equator)Longitude of Origin:	93 degrees WFalse Easting:		500,000False Northing:		0Scale Factor:		0.9996Units:		metersI will bet that very few of the 15-20 maps in the hallway exhibition have a SIFFICENTLY of GEODETIC INFORMATION.  Later, Peter Moreau our moderator reports ZERO >>>
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Map Evaluation and Compilation

• Collection of Source Material
• Evaluation of Source Material
• Selection of Map Material
• Cartometric Testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlight evaluation of source material with well location exampleExplain Cartometric Testing:Cartometry gets applied to geospatial data. This includes making measurements and queries of coordinates, distances, areas, angles as well as counting features. These functions are basic services for the access tospatial data and for spatial operations like measurements and locational analysis.For example, these cartometric services should be established for integrating GIS and Remote Sensing at structural and operational level.We used to physically check maps on the ground and call it field verification ….A close current activity is using GPS to position well location to prove how bad our industry databases are in this vital detail.  Attend “Truth or Consequences” by Jon Stigant tomorrow for real world information…
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Cartographic Representations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cartographic Representations are to lines what Geodatabase Annotation is to text.The information is stored in the gdb and is then shared by all who use the layers…
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Production, Control, and Documentation

• Screen, presentation, web, paper, 
or combinations

• Sheet numbering convention, date
• METADATA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are you doing to satisfy this final important step?Or are we immediately turning to the next priority task without closing out the map making process properlyMETADATA is worthy of a complete discussion on its own merit or lack of merit
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a rapid insight thanks to AllPointsA functionality of 9.3 that attempts 
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Maplex Advantages

Maplex provides:

• Placement, alignment, and spacing of labels

• Character spacing within labels

• Label stacking and abbreviation

• Feature levels of importance 

• Conflict resolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the parameters you choose Maplex does the work to place the labels effectively.  You only have to review and fix the problems Maplex parameters can’t handle.  These are map dependant, of course. It is all about delivering better maps with less effort…
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Auto-Labeling vs. Annotation

Labels converted to Annotation
& Manually PlacedAuto-Labeled

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map (Coalbed methane fields in the Ferron trend in Utah’s Uinta Basin) illustrates why you would want to convert automatic labels to annotation. Polygon labels are automatically placed on the centroid point of the polygon, so if your polygons are small or very close together, the labeling can get in the way.CBM Fields: by converting the red text auto-labels to annotation, you can move the labels off of the small outlines, and split them into 2 lines (e.g. “Buzzard Bench” and “Helper East”Highways: by default, every different highway is labeled, but that amount of detail becomes distracting. By converting labels to anno, you can quickly delete the minor ones & move them around the map to give more spaceGassy Coal Mine Rank (purple numbers): auto-labeled numbers overlay the blue outlined coal permits. By converting them to anno, they are easily moved to be more clear.
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Annotation means …. 

• Map Document Annotation
• Annotation Groups
• Adding Annotation with the Draw Toolbar
• Setting your Active Annotation Target
• Adding with the Label Features Tool
• Converting Label to Annotation
• Overflow Window
• Geodatabase Annotation
• Reference Scale
• Standard vs. Feature Linked Annotation
• Workflow for Creating Geodatabase Annotation
• Editing Geodatabase Annotation
• Edit Annotation Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annotation used to mean …A blue ink pen for additions to map features and a red ink pen to deletions of features …
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Cartographic Representations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cartographic Representations are to lines what Geodatabase Annotation is to text.The information is stored in the gdb and is then shared by all who use the layers…
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Standard vs. Maplex Engines

Maplex on

Maplex off

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a one to one relationship from the ESRI std label engine to the Maplex Engine but, Maplex has more options than the std so you can turn on the Maplex engine and nothing much will happen (some of the labels will shift a bit) but if you place labels with Maplex and then turn it off you will loose any of the “advanced” features.ArcMap will give you a warning!!
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Point: placement & conflict resolution

Maplex off

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without Maplex the options are very basic.
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Point: placement & conflict resolution

Maplex on

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maplex adds options
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9.3 Label Placement - Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This option allows more control over where and how labels are placed.There are many “mapping” improvements in 9.3, providing greater ease of use.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
HELP IS AT HAND …..
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ESRI Resources
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ESRI Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: 4 popupsSite goal – per ESRI - help you make great looking mapsusing the same cartographic concepts and techniques that professional cartographers use. This page leads to the map on the next page…
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Other Resources

ColorBrewer.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: 2 popups
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Mapping Examples for Consideration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To close out this rapidly covered, grossly neglected subject …A quick look at the good and bad in mapsThe best tip that I ever got in learning to sail was “Look how the others are doing”This hold true for mapping,  use the best cartographic ideas that you see and avoid capsizing your dinghy because of lack of skills!!
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High Water Worries

The Unquiet Ice by Robin E. Bell

Scientific American, Feb 2008, v298 n2, 
pp 60-67

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good use of “linked” mapsInteresting Scale marker using the equivalent size of Texas
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Oil Shale in the Green River Formation

Single well, single gas phase technique is key to unique method of extracting oil vapors from oil shale

by K. Shurtleff and D. Doyle, World Oil, March 2008 v 229 n 3, pp118-127.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green River Fm = green blobs?Oil Shale = blue blobs?Graph apples and oranges – sort of!Location map???Successful research, development and demonstration of In-situ Vapor Extraction technology will significantly accelerate the development of the vast domestic oil shale resources in the Green River formation, Fig. 4.The dreaded use of EXCEL spreadsheets
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Regional Science & Industry

Building a Future on Science by Christine Soares,

Scientific American, Feb 2008, v298 n2, pp 80-85

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good use of color to link the various graphs and the map
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Is Your PC Safe?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Colors change as you zoom in with parameters not changing – not so good!!Map from Allpoints GIS virus protection software provider.
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London Underground

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a schematic diagram it shows not the geographic but the relative positions of stations along the lines, stations' connective relations with each other and their fare zone locations. The basic design concepts, especially that of mapping topologically rather than geographically, have been widely adopted for other network maps around the world.Beck's mapsThe first diagrammatic map of the Underground was designed by Harry Beck in 1933.  Beck was an Underground employee who realised that, because the railway ran mostly underground, the physical locations of the stations were irrelevant to the traveller wanting to know how to get to one station from another — only the topology of the railway mattered. This approach is similar to that of electrical circuit diagrams; while these were not the inspiration for Beck's diagram]. In fact, Beck based his diagram on a similar mapping system for underground sewage systems.To this end, he devised a vastly simplified map, consisting of stations, straight line segments connecting them, and the Thames; lines ran only vertically, horizontally, or at 45 degrees. To make the map clearer and to emphasise connections, Beck differentiated between ordinary stations (marked with tick marks) and interchanges (marked with diamonds). The Underground was initially sceptical of his proposal — it was an uncommissioned spare-time project, and it tentatively introduced it to the public in a small pamphlet. It was immediately popular, and ever since the Underground has used topological maps to illustrate the network.After its initial success, he continued to design the Underground map until 1960, a single (and unpopular) 1939 edition by  being the exception. During this time, as well as accommodating new lines and stations, Beck continually altered the design, for example changing the interchange symbol from diamonds to circles, as well as altering the line colours - the Central Line from orange to red, and the Bakerloo Line from red to brown. Beck's final design, in 1960, bears a strong resemblance to modern-day maps.
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Tokyo Subway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOOK AT THIS RUBBISH  This one shouts at me and although the same style it is harder to read.  There is a lot of information on this map and it all has the same visual hieirarchy…Could cultural influences be at work???
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Moscow: Geographic vs. Schematic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One with Geography; one schematic.Depends on how well you know the city which works best for you.  Look at the SE end of the purple and green lines how close are they?
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Correct Emphasis matters

Newsweek, Apr 14, 2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Legend = higher numbers are greener…..Visual hierarchy?  Where is your eye drawn? Color options not well chosen!Best green (90-100) where is it: Sweden, France, & Costa Rica?Mid range greens easy to spot.The black (39-49) overpowers the map!White space?  The projection makes AK look scrunched but its position on the page does not help.Leader lines? France odd line out!!!
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The Point of View matters

Nov. 2008, The Atlantic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yokohama and Rotterdam, the reference distance, not shown on the map.BUT an exceptional piece of cartography
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Strong Impact matters

Science News August 30th, 2008; Vol.174 #5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again; are north arrows and scales needed??Location map might be a good idea?Colored line(s) on the graph would better “fit” the display…Has strong familiarly about is, somewhat like the rainfall/ storm maps we are familiar with in Texas…two guys … pounded … [an] ultrasonic microphone into a beetle-infested piñon.  …[and] heard “sounds that went on, uninterrupted, for long periods of time. It was a constant ultrasound, and it didn’t matter where you were, the sound was there,” The cacophony came from a tree besieged by drought — and from a frenzy of tree-invading beetles. It was not the drought that ultimately destroyed the pines but the invasion of a specific type of bark beetle and its accompanying fungus. Crutchfield’s neighbors turned to pesticides to thwart the insect attack, but had no luck. The trees still died. But it was the tree deaths and the failure of the pesticides that first led [physicist Jim] Crutchfield, who models complex chaotic systems at the University of California, Davis, and [composer, David] Dunn to propose a radical solution to dampen beetle infestations: They want to play deceptive ultrasound to confuse the tree-devouring bugs, luring them away from vulnerable forests and keeping the insects from spreading to new territories. 
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Cartograms: Distorting the World?

Normal view of the 
world

Cartogram of

Energy Consumption

By M. E. J. Newman; software available at:
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cart/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this map the sizes of countries are proportional not to their actual landmass (as in the upper map) but instead they are shown in proportion to the value mapped (in the lower map energy consumption).How useful is this??  IT’S RUBBISH

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/world1024x512.png�
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/world1024x512.png�
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/energyconsump1024x512.png�
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/energyconsump1024x512.png�
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Animation for Emphasis

AIG in New York, NY
$40 billion

Bank of America 
(incl. Merrill 
Lynch) in 

Charlotte, NC
$25 billion

Wells Fargo in San 
Francisco, CA

$25 billion

From http://www.propublica.org/feature/bailout-bucks-to-banks-1028

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map: Show Me the TARP MoneyEach marker represents the headquarters of a financial institution that expects or has already received money from the Treasury Department under the TARP (Troubled Asset Relief Program). The size of each marker represents the amount of bailout money given to each institution. Click on the markers to see the institution’s name and amount it’s receiving.As of Dec 15, 2008 06:40:16 PM, $246.59 billion worth of bailout money has been announced for 196 institutions.From http://www.propublica.org/feature/bailout-bucks-to-banks-1028This is a way to get management attention with their 9 second attention span per slide !!!
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Pandora’s Box is Open

Mapping Sciences require …
• Design Principles
• Design Factors
• Map Specifications
• Map Compilation
• Map Sheet Basics
• Production, Control, and 

Documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BACK TO OUR CORE MESSAGE
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Web References

• http://www.ogp.org.uk

• http://www.epsg.org

• http://apsg.garysmock.com

• michael.barnes@cain-barnes.com

http://www.ogp.org.uk/�
http://www.epsg.org/�
http://apsg.garysmock.com/�
mailto:michael.barnes@cain-barnes.com�
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